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Accurate group reporting, fast closing  
and complete financial control
Board FC enables companies to perform both legal and management consolidation within a single, integrated 
Business Intelligence and Corporate Performance Management environment, providing a deep insight into financial 
and operational results.

Being part of the industry’s only BI & CPM all-in-one product, Board FC supplies all the benefits of Board’s decision-
making platform, where analysis and reporting are seamlessly unified with planning, forecasting and simulation 
processes.

Board FC addresses the challenges that multi-entity global organizations face today with core consolidation activities. 
Turnkey functionality merges data from different locations and across multiple general ledgers, performing multi-
currency conversions and eliminating time consuming and non-compliant spreadsheet-based processes. The process-
driven environment of Board FC helps companies to ensure data consistency and accuracy, through application 
controls, to reduce misstatements in the consolidated financial statements and the risk of incorrect presentation and 
disclosure of the outcomes (such as annual or periodic reports), according to the accounting framework requirements.

Board FC combines powerful, out of the box capabilities with the flexibility of the Toolkit Approach, delivering the 
unparalleled ability to customize and adapt the Financial Consolidation process to your changing business requirements.

Key Features
• Legal and management multi-level consolidation of complex group structures, with automation of:

• Currency conversion with calculation of conversion reserve
• Validation rules
• Intercompany eliminations of credits/debits and expenses/revenues and customizable rules
• Elimination of investments in subsidiaries and subsidiaries net equity, with calculation of consolidation reserve
• Elimination of dividends and subsidiaries gain/loss, with calculation of group gain/loss
• Elimination of profit in stock 
• Calculation of group and minority interests
• Calculation of changes in consolidation scope
• Cash-flow calculation and reporting
• Auditability of journals
• And many others

• Native integrated workflow to guide users step by step along the processes 
• Flat and staged consolidation reporting model
• Creation and comparison of unlimited scenarios (actual, budget, forecast, etc.)
• Multiple and customizable closing periods (year, quarter, month, etc.)
• Management of multiple charts of accounts: local, group and reporting
• Journal entries at company and group level
• User capabilities management
• Application control over processes to ensure data accuracy
• Business Intelligence & Financial Analysis at company and group level
• Business insights at user’s disposal due to unbalanced hierarchies capability 
• Disclosure: Consolidated, statutory, management, and segment reporting. Information disclosure in 

compliance with regulators’ requirements
• XBRL and iXBRL

Board Financial Consolidation
Advanced level of automation and close-cycle time
Board FC allows the finance team to easily coordinate activities and tasks across multiple units, helping companies 
to reduce closing and reporting cycles without weakening regulatory compliance controls.

• Guided process with workflow (SOX)
• Centralized and decentralized management

• Data completeness, accuracy and reliability controls
• Alerting and warnings checks

Complete and accurate control
over processes and financial statements
Thanks to complete audit trails, validation cycles and role-based security, Board FC makes the consolidation process 
fully traceable and auditable, providing consistent and accurate financial information.

• Native workflow
• Validation rules
• Application controls across the entire process

• Monitoring panel to oversee the process 
• Segregation of Duties
• Tracking journal auditability
• Intuitive navigation and real-time user experience

Business Insights
Being part of an integrated framework for Performance Management and Business Intelligence, Board FC not only 
provides a single and consistent enterprise view of a firm’s financial position, but it also enables users to analyze the 
same set of consolidated financial information from multiple and changing perspectives.

• What-if scenario management 
(consolidation area, actual data in budget 
exchange rate, forecasting rules)

• Ad-hoc queries and reporting

• Multidimensional analysis

• Drill-down, drill-through, drill-anywhere

• Fast creation of indices, dashboards and KPIs

• Unbalanced hierarchies capability

Automated group reporting and disclosure
Board FC provides a comprehensive set of out of the box management and statutory reports. The native Business 
Intelligence functionality makes it simple to create ad hoc analyses combining financial and non-financial results, for 
a deeper insight into business performance.

• Consolidated and statutory financial statements

• Segment reporting

• Out-of-the-box check reports 

• Notes to the financial statements

• Local and group GAAP 

• Regulatory reporting

Audit and compliance
Full Auditability to address financial and IT risks.

• IT Controls over DB and application:
- information security
- change management
- performance and business continuity

• SOC 1 type II (ISAE 3402 , SSAE18), SOC 2, SOC 3

• Control evidence repository for compliance 
requirements

• Board Cloud - ISO27001 compliant
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Board Financial Consolidation has been built entirely utilizing the programming-free “Toolkit Approach”, a visual 
modelling technique based on the drag and drop of data aware components. This revolutionary approach eliminates 
the needs for high levels of technical expertise and substantially reduces the complexity and costs associated with 
implementing, customizing and maintaining the application.

Furthermore, Financial Consolidation is seamlessly integrated with the Board BI and CPM framework, exploiting 
comprehensive information management capabilities which enable effortless data collection from disparate sources, 
extended reporting functionality, ad hoc queries, analysis and the easy creation of KPIs, indices and personalized dashboards.
When it comes to Financial Consolidation, Board offers a range of unmatched advantages:

Effortless data collection from multiple sources 
(ERP, Transactional systems, DWH)
• Integrated ETL
• Direct access and Write-back to the main database
• SAP connector

Inherently integrated Business Intelligence  
and Performance Management environment
• Output and Input of Board FC can be easily linked to other performance management applications
• High potential for growth and extension
• Data traceability across the performance management processes

Ease of use
• Report and analyze consolidated financial statements with all supporting details
• Audit trail
• Reconciliation

Business Intelligence inside
• Fully customizable reporting, analysis and scenario management
• Check and control data, monitor process and workflow approvals, comply with regulatory mandates and 

internal management rules

Advanced Office integration
• Excel data-entry with off-line capability
• Consolidate multiple scenarios (GAAP, FX simulation) with financial intelligence and calculation rules

Agility, scalability and security of the cloud
• Global in minutes, across 5 continents, and always up to date
• Zero infrastructure investment required
• The highest level of service, also in the case of fluctuating workloads
• ISO27001 compliant

When technology  
makes it simple
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End-to-End Process 
in a Single Platform
Board Financial Consolidation is the only application that delivers a single version of the truth for financial and 
operating results within a unified BI & CPM environment. 

All the processes are supported by the same Board technology over one single database to ensure consistency 
and reliability of all outcomes, from accounting to reporting, in a unified interactive environment empowered by 
embedded advanced analytics.

The process-driven environment and the new cutting-edge user interface of the platform makes it easier and faster 
to manage, control and monitor the process across the consolidation perimeter, highlighting the operations status, 
certifying internal controls for each step and spotlighting any required task.

COLLECT 
Collect data from multiple data sources through automatic batch 
processes or manual data entry

CONTROL
Check and control data, monitor process and workflow approvals, 
comply with regulatory mandates and internal management rules

DISCLOSE
Produce financial statements and regulatory reporting (XBRL and iXBRL 
filing)

CONSOLIDATE
Consolidate multiple scenarios (GAAP, FX simulation) with financial 
intelligence and calculation rules

REPORT
Report and analyze consolidated financial statements with all supporting 
details



Collect Control
Connect to any data source, such as 
ERP, DWH (Data Warehouse) or RDBMS 
(Relational Data Base Management 
Systems). Automate data collection 
and standardization. 
Manage and control manual data-entry 
or Excel based data uploads.

Ensure data completeness, accuracy and 
validity thanks to distributed Application 
Controls across all the sub-processes.

Define different User Capabilities and 
easily manage the Segregation of Duties.

Configure business process flows, 
monitor the progress of the financial 
close and describe work status and 
security within a single monitoring 
console.

Consolidate Report
Automate the reconciliation of 
intercompany data, easily adjusting to 
the frequency and quantity of company 
elimination requirements.

Verify that intercompany reports match, 
run the consolidation process and easily 
make required manual adjustments.

Perform both Legal and Management 
Consolidation within a single, integrated
BI & EPM environment, based on a single 
auditable data set.

Take advantage of Board’s powerful 
Business Intelligence functionality to 
easily create bespoke reports, charts, 
KPIs dashboards and scorecards.

Empower business users with  
self-service analysis on specific  
process steps or data subsets.

Disclose All-in-One
Automate the “last mile of finance”, 
avoiding the need for regular manual 
interventions.

Check and validate the assigned reports 
of the financial consolidated statements.

Add annotations and other non-financial 
information.

Produce statutory reports and add notes 
to the Financial Statements booklet.

Run all your financial 
consolidation activities  

on a single data set

Self-service reporting  
and analysis

Disclosure and presentation 
of information

Application controls and SoD

Regulatory reporting  
and compliance

Scenario modelling

Legal and managerial structures



Board is the #1 Decision-Making platform, empowering people from more than 3,000 companies worldwide to 
have a transformative impact on their business by rapidly deploying Planning, Predictive Analytics, and Business 
Intelligence applications in a unified environment. Board enables companies to intuitively explore and leverage their 
data to produce a single, accurate, and complete view of business information, gain actionable insights, and achieve 
full control of performance. With Board, organizations can manage and control their entire decision-making process, 
from goal setting down to operational execution, through the ability to analyze, simulate, plan, and predict in one, 
user-friendly platform. 

Thanks to Board, global enterprises such as M&S, Coca-Cola, Ricoh, KPMG, Puma, Siemens, and ZF Group have 
deployed end-to-end decision-making applications at a fraction of the time and cost associated with traditional 
solutions. Board International was founded in 1994 and now has 25 offices around the world and a global reseller 
network. Board has been implemented in over 100 countries. 

Board International has long been recognized by leading analysts and subject matter experts including Gartner, 
Nucleus, and Dresner.

About Board

Request a Board DEMO!
board.com

Where to fi nd Board

Board has a worldwide reseller and partner network. For your local Board contact please refer to: 
Board International Partners - international@board.com

EUROPE / APAC 
Chiasso, Switzerland
Tel: +41 916975410
e-mail: info@board.com

Board International Headquarters

JAPAN
Board Japan Inc.
Tokyo
Tel: +81 3 6478 2070
e-mail: japan@board.com

MEXICO
Board Mexico
Col. Roma Norte
Tel: +52 5585968693
e-mail: info@board.com.mx

MIDDLE EAST
Board Middle East
Dubai Marina, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 559 5651
e-mail: infome@board.com

HONG KONG - CHINA
Board Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2159 9145
e-mail: hongkong@board.com

INDIA
Board India
Lower Parel-West, Mumbai 
Tel: +91 022 49736847
e-mail: india@board.com

ITALY
Board Italia
Milan
Tel: +39 022108071
e-mail: infoit@board.com

UK - IRELAND
Board UK
London
Tel: +44 2037272222 
e-mail: infouk@board.com

CANADA
Board Canada
Toronto
Tel: +1 416 346 7840
e-mail: infocanada@board.com

SPAIN - PORTUGAL
Board Ibérica
Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 925 702
e-mail: infoes@board.com

SWITZERLAND (DE)
Board Switzerland
Wallisellen
Tel: +41 44 562 01 54
e-mail: infoch@board.com

NETHERLANDS
Board Netherlands
Amsterdam
Tel: +31 20 2295672
e-mail: infobenelux@board.com

AMERICAS
Boston, MA
Tel: +1 6172032173 
e-mail: infoamericas@board.com

ASIA
Board Asia Pacifi c  
Singapore
Tel: +65 6955 8322
e-mail: asiapacifi c@board.com

AUSTRALIA
Board Australia
North Sydney 
Tel: +61 289049777
e-mail: australia@board.com

ARGENTINA
Board Argentina
Ciudad de Buenos Aires
Tel: +5491164193822
e-mail: latam@board.com

GERMANY - AUSTRIA
Board Deutschland GmbH
Frankfurt am Main
Tel: +49 69 6051015-00
e-mail: infode@board.com

BELGIUM
Board Belgium
Diegem
Tel: +32 2 403 1142  
e-mail: infobenelux@board.com

SWITZERLAND (FR)
Board Switzerland
Vernier, Geneva
Tel: +41 22 566 14 49
e-mail: infoch@board.com

FRANCE
Board France
Paris
Tel: +33 143873736
e-mail: infofr@board.com

SWEDEN
Board Nordics
Stockholm
Tel: +45 23908900 
e-mail: infonordics@board.com
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